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요 약 본 논문은 아주 학교에서 컴퓨터 공학과 학원생들이 SCRUM을 이용하여 고  소 트웨어 

공학 로젝트를 운용한 결과를 사례 연구로써 다루는 논문이다. 일반 으로 장의 고객과 그들의 요구사

항 문서에 하여 제한사항들을 제공하는 환경은 문서 지향 인 단일 단계 방법론에서는 흔하지 않은 일

이 아니다. 본 논문에서는 로젝트를 진행하는 방법론과 실습 과정을 자세히 다루며 SCRUM 로세스를 

용하는 과정에서 일반 인 소 트웨어  구성원들이 마주하게 되는 몇 가지 문제들을 되돌아본다. 한 

본 논문은 Henrik Kniberg의 SCRUM 체크리스트와 Agile Manifesto을 사용하여 실무  내용과 테크닉

의 성공을 평가하는 것으로 결론을 지었다. 이 로젝트는 아주 학교에서 진행되었다.

키워드: SCRUM, Agile, 제품 책임자, 타이젠, Bottom-up influencing

Abstract This paper examines how a Computer Engineering Graduate student team ran their 

Advanced Software Engineering Capstone project using SCRUM. The environment provided con-

textual challenges in terms of the on-site customer and upfront requirements document, not uncommon 

in a document driven single-step methodology. The paper details the methodology and practices used 

to run the project, and reflects on some of the challenges faced by the members of a typical software 

team when transitioning to a SCRUM process. The paper concludes by evaluating the success of the 

techniques and practices compared to the Agile Manifesto and Henrik Kniberg’s Scrum checklist. The 

project was undertaken at South Korea’s Ajou University.

Keywords: SCRUM, agile, product owner, tizen, bottom-up influencing
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1. Introduction

Decision makers capable of orchestrating top down 

changes to the way a software function operate are 

not always going to lead from the front. There are 

risks associated with change and Agile is hard to 

understand especially when it is juxtaposed against 

the simple to understand document driven single-step 

process of Waterfall [1]. This moves the responsi-

bility for proving the value of the process to the 

team doing the work, sitting at the core for a prag-

matic way of functional bottom up working practices 

and influencing techniques whether partly supported 

by management or driven entirely from the coal face 

of a software team. The challenge lies in the conflict 

between what Waterfall and SCRUM require. Given 

the state of many organizations it is essential that 

we develop techniques for tackling this problem. Suc-

cessful demonstration of the usage of SCRUM would 

allow management to confidently make decisions that 

overtly support the usage of this process.

The project as presented required the creation of 

two main documents, the requirements and technical 

design document.

The requirements document was our first and most 

overt challenge. Traditional document driven single- 

step environments require software teams to use or 

produce artifacts that do not necessarily flow into an 

Agile methodology. A comprehensive upfront design 

is in conflict with the idea of change. We think about 

what we do not know, we waste effort on what can-

not be understood just yet. Thinking this far ahead 

restricts our ability to be adaptive and to change and 

more importantly we do not really know what is 

needed. Humphreys Requirements Uncertainty prin-

ciple states “For a new software system, the require-

ments will not be completely known until after the 

users have used it.” [2].

The document itself once thrown over the wall to 

the development team often causes confusion and 

much to the dismay of the well intentioned analysts 

it is not uncommon for software engineers and custo-

mers alike to state that a document is not compre-

hensible without significant effort. We wanted our 

document to be useful to the key stakeholders from 

executable document perspective. The first level of 

influence being usefulness, usefulness within this con-

text can be defined as something that is valuable to 

our customers, analysts, software engineers and tes-

ters within a SCRUM environment while being accep-

table to the traditional document driven audience.

Samsung funded our project by providing hardware 

for the Tizen platform for mobile and the Galaxy 

Gear. They played no role in directing what we ulti-

mately built. This creative freedom meant we had no 

customer and we were building software for ourselves. 

This is a team consisting of mostly technically minded 

people which presents an interesting risk as there 

should be a healthy friction between technical and 

business needs. This lack of friction leads to one side 

pushing towards their favor. It is not good when a 

team build a technically sound application that adds 

little or no value. It is not good when a business get 

everything they require based on an aggressive and 

unsustainable timeline often leading to technical debt 

and an unstable application. Given this we elected 

one of the members to assume the role of a Product 

Owner for the product. They played no part in cutting 

code. Thus we faced two problems common within a 

Document Driven process. We had to use or produce 

a document we did not see as necessary and at 

worst potentially harmful to the development process. 

The other was access to a real customer. In a busi-

ness setting it may be that the customer is not readily 

available or they consider their work done as they 

were interrogated while the analysts produced the 

requirements document.

This paper analysis the techniques that were used 

by the team to be able to operate efficiently given 

the constraints of a Document Driven Process when 

used within SCRUM and concludes by evaluating the 

techniques used.

2. Related Work

The problem of running a SCRUM process within 

a document driven process is not new and has been 

examined by other researchers.

Heeager, Lise Tordrup, and Peter Axel Nielsen [3] 

examine the development process at a Danish phar-

maceutical company who are using SCRUM within a 

Document-Driven process. The implementation of the 

SCRUM process is not perfect and the practices and 
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techniques used by the pharmaceutical company are 

not entirely aligned with the Scrum and Agile process. 

Unlike this paper the authors are independent from 

the organization providing an impartial view of how 

things are.

Hayata, Tomohiro, and Jianchao Han [4] propose a 

hybrid model and predict that the future of software 

development lies at the convergence of these two 

processes. This paper is a theoretical paper with the 

focus on merging the two processes where as our 

findings are based on the goal of replacing a tradi-

tional process with an Agile process. 

Sumrell, Megan [5] provides helpful practical tech-

niques on how a test team should transition to a 

Scrum process. They highlight 6 key issues a test 

team should address. They include using experts, 

expect roles to change, everyone is responsible for 

the quality of software, use the correct tooling, con-

tinuous integration and finally patience. We elaborate 

on this topic from our point of view and experience 

in section 11.1.

Lewis, Jeanne, and Kevin Neher [6] have written a 

paper about how a team is attempting to transition 

Microsoft to Agile. They used common metaphors 

that are used in Waterfall to create a common Lingua 

franca and provide guidance on what worked for 

them. This is a very pragmatic and relevant paper to 

a large or even small organization looking to transi-

tion to Agile.

3. Case Study Background

The Advanced Software Engineering course in 

Ajou’s Computer Engineering Graduate School splits 

the class into several groups who are required to 

produce useful software on Samsungs Tizen and/or 

the Galaxy Gear Watch. There are several key check-

points where the team produces a requirements 

document, technical design, final document and final 

product. Teams are left to self-organize and decide 

on the best technical practices and software develop-

ment processes to follow. This paper documents a 

team of four members with varying degrees of expe-

rience with SCRUM. Two of the members had not 

used SCRUM and were not familiar with the process. 

One of the members had good experience in an aca-

demic context. The final member had 10 years of 

experience working in a Professional setting using 

Agile and most recently using SCRUM. He is a 

certified SCRUM master.

In total the project had 10 one week sprints at its 

disposal. We had a two week break after Sprint 3 

due to mid-term exams. Sprints commenced on a 

Monday with a planning meeting and culminating in 

an end of sprint review and retrospective on a Friday. 

Due to other commitments at graduate school we 

allocated 100 ideal Engineering hours in total per 

week. Daily stand-up meetings were held in the 

NiSE Lab meeting room at 11am on Monday and 

Tuesday and Wednesday through Friday at 10am. 

We used VersionOne as our SCRUM tool. Activity in 

VersionOne was updated on our A1 paper SCRUM 

board with post-it notes and vice versa.

We shared Information regarding retrospectives, 

analysis and technical design on our project wiki. 

Most design discussions took place immediately after 

the stand-up meeting was complete. We were infor-

mal in the way we designed and preferred using a 

whiteboard with a marker and uploading the resulting 

diagrams or rough sketches to our wiki.

Early on the project had an extremely slow velocity. 

We resolved our velocity problems by reducing the 

amount of work scheduled based on a previous Sprint 

velocity. Velocity being the amount of work we com-

pleted against what we set out to achieve. The back-

end of the Sprints for this release saw a gradual and 

then dramatic improvement in estimation and thereby 

meeting our commitments to our Product Owner.

The introduction of a Product Owner and In-Sprint 

tester resulted in a higher quantity of bugs being 

detected and thereby the final Sprints were used to 

fix defects and harden the product.

4. Development Process and Techniques

We elected to build a tool to facilitate the manage-

ment of tasks within a group. This is not dissimilar 

to the way a SCRUM board works. The scenario we 

used to define how to use the product was a family 

organizing a party.

To give the reader a basic idea of the system the 

high level feature names and story titles are defined 

in Table 1 below.
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표 1 완 한 특징 모음

Table 1 Complete Set of Features

Features Story

Task 

Management

- View Task

- Create Task

- Modify Task

- Delete Task

- Archive Task

Collaboration

- Create Account

- Login

- Change Password

- Forgotten Password

- Assign Task Management Board 

user to a Task

- Remove Task Management Board 

User from a Task

- Invite Others to Workspace

- Remove Task Management Board 

User from Workspace

Application as a 

Service

- Import Tasks

- Export Tasks

- Authenticate

Notification

- Mobile Notifications

- Galaxy Gear Notifications

- View Activity Feed

End user as a 

voice

- Create a Reason

- View a Reason

- Update a Reason

- Delete a Reason

- Link Tasks to a Reason

- Unlink Task from Reason

Planning 

Management

- Prioritize Tasks

- Task Estimation

- Due Date Specification

- Automatic Scheduling

Workspace 

Management

- List Workspace

- Create New Workspace

- Select Workspace Details

- Delete Workspace

Quality 

Requirements 

(Non-Functional 

Requirements)

- Efficiency 

- Usability

- Uncertainty of Network Availability

- Security

- Privacy

- Perceived Availability

Tizen has two options for building applications, the 

native application framework and web framework.

The web framework was used for the following 

reasons

1. The Tizen Mobile Web Browser is the most 

HTML5 compliant web browser in the market 

2. We believe that the future of mobile development

그림 1 어 리 이션 개발을 한 기술 개요

Fig. 1 Overview of the technology chosen to build the 

application

does not lie with specific frameworks but instead 

with open frameworks like Angular

3. The HTML5 capabilities comfortably supported 

our objectives

We used Google’s Angular MVC framework for 

our client side application framework and Node.js for 

the server.

Figure 1 breaks down the broad technical compo-

nents of the system. The SCRUM process uses a 

number of key meetings. The planning, daily stand-up, 

retrospective and sprint review meeting were the 

formal meetings we used to manage our process. We 

held a planning meeting first thing on a Monday 

morning to discuss what we would be working on in 

the week to come. This is where it was important 

for us to have a Product Owner who could drive the 

direction and success of the product. We used a lab 

meeting room for our daily stand-up meeting.

The meeting was usually a quick one lasting no 

longer than 5 - 10 minutes with everyone going through 

the usual format of

1. What have I done since the last Scrum meeting 

(yesterday)?
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2. What will I do before the next Scrum meeting 

(tomorrow)?

3. What prevents me from performing my work as 

efficiently as possible?

One of the goals of a SCRUM team is for it to be 

self-organizing. To prevent team members from repor-

ting status like a command-and-control structure we 

changed the chair or SCRUM master hat around in 

order to create the feeling that everyone is respon-

sible for delivery. The difference being the members 

who report status will see the team as hierarchical 

and expect the SCRUM master to solve all their pro-

blems. We needed everybody to feel responsible for 

delivery.

A large A1 paper sheet was used to create our 

SCRUM board with columns for Ready, In Progress, 

Done and Verified. We used post-it notes for stories.

A fixed place was used to meet every day but we 

did not want to share our ideas with other teams, 

therefore after the stand-up we removed the large 

A1 paper sheet from the board and safely stored it in 

a team member’s desk. It would have been better to 

have it visible to all team members however the 

environment necessitated this approach. On a Friday 

a review meeting of what was built throughout the 

week was held. The latest version of the application 

was deployed to the Tizen Mobile phone and used to 

conduct a demo of the product to our Product Owner. 

Lastly, on a Friday we held a Retrospective meeting 

following the Review meeting. This meeting was used 

to reflect on the following

1. What went well?

2. What we must improve on?

3. What we must stop doing?

This was a good time for the team to get things 

out in the open and figure out ways on how to 

improve performance.

A traditional style requirements document was 

required as a delivery during the 4th sprint forcing 

us to create all the specifications for the whole pro-

duct in a few sittings. This prompted us to make one 

of our team members a Product Owner as well as 

the In-Sprint Tester. In hindsight we should have 

done this from day one. Given more resources I 

would have elected to have a separate Product Owner 

and In-Sprint Tester. The dual function worked well 

for us given our limited resourcing. They have similar 

functions regarding their independence in viewing 

the system however testers do not drive the success 

of the final product.

Given the relative freedom of how to produce this 

document we created something that neatly feeds 

into our Backlog. The goal we set ourselves was to 

create a specification that is lean. It would be both 

useful for the development team and something our 

Product Owner could easily engage with. In tradi-

tional teams especially with cross functional silos, 

developers do not usually have the ability to contri-

bute to the document and its structure in the early 

phases. Giving us full control of the document crea-

tion process meant we could create something accep-

table to all stakeholders. We wanted it to be lean 

with little wasted effort. It is important to point out 

that producing this document is mandatory, Waterfall 

organizations place similar mandatory requirements 

on development teams. 

The final document was used to directly create our 

Product Backlog and used for Verification and Vali-

dation by our Product Owner and In-Sprint Tester.

The goal was to create no waste however we 

produced an excess of requirements we never ended 

up building. It could be argued this set a vision for 

future development and helped us to prioritize the 

most valuable features to build first.

Requirements documents should focus on what the 

business wants and not how to implement the detail. 

This seems to be a challenge for many but the finest 

analysts. We combined two techniques to help the 

author think about the usefulness of functionality and 

the scenarios that it would be used in. 

What was really encouraging about this approach 

is you could not tell that there were four authors of 

the document. This approach forces people to use a 

very specific way of defining requirements.

I picked out the “End user as a voice” to illustrate 

how we decomposed the value the customer was 

asking for. The following template was used for 

defining stories.

As a type of user

I want some goal

So that some reason

Table 2 illustrates how we defined the Story for
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표 2 ‘Create a Reason’의 스토리

Table 2 Story for ‘Create a Reason’

Story Title Create a Reason

Story

As a Task Management Board User, 

I  want to Create a Reason, 

So that I  can trace the origin of a Task.

the Creation of a Reason behind a Task.

This approach gave us the flexibility of not thinking 

too far ahead but at the same time providing a con-

versational placeholder. The details are enough for us 

to understand what needs to be built but not how it 

should be built. During our Monday morning planning 

meeting our Product Owner provided details of how 

best to implement the story. 

We were able to directly input the stories from the 

document into VersionOne. A big problem when ope-

rating within a traditional environment is documents 

that agile teams are provided do not neatly fit into this 

specialized way of working. A specification that is 

implementable within the context of Agile would be a 

step in the right direction [7]. The following template 

was used for defining acceptance criteria.

Given some initial context (the givens),

When an event occurs,

Then ensure some outcomes.

Table 3 illustrates how the Acceptance Criteria for 

the creation of a reason behind a task.

The significance of this approach being we have 

something testers, developers and business can clearly 

understand and secondly use. It is been communi-

cated at the right level. We wanted to use Dan 

North’s Behavior Driven Development which defines 

Acceptance Criteria as Given, When, Then [8].

His definition of GWT came about through his 

experiences working with Test Driven Development. 

What is particularly interesting is the observation 

that this is a form of analysis. GWT is powerful 

because we can take that analysis and directly define 

the passing criteria for the unit tests in code. This 

very same specification can be used by the test team 

to check whether the software is behaving as 

expected. This is an implementable and executable 

specification.

Once a Story was completed and its status changed 

to Done in VersionOne it was deployed to the device

표 3 ‘Create a Reason’의 승인 기

Table 3 Acceptance Criteria for ‘Create a Reason’

GIVEN I am a Task Management Board User

AND I have selected a Workspace

WHEN I create a Reason 

AND I provide text or audio

THEN Task Management Board stores the 

Reason.

MUST

GIVEN I am a Task Management Board User

AND I have selected a Workspace

WHEN I create a Reason

AND I do not specify text and audio

THEN I am notified

AND the Reason is not created.

MUST

GIVEN I am a Task Management Board User

AND I have selected a Workspace

WHEN I am creating a Task

THEN I have the option to create a Reason for 

this task

AND the Reason is linked to the Task when it 

is created

MUST

GIVEN I am a Task Management Board User

AND I have selected a Workspace

WHEN I view the list of Reasons

THEN I have the option to create a Reason that 

is not linked to any task

MUST

and handed over to our tester. In order to reduce the 

amount of tests that failed and defects raised we used 

the following process before handing over to test.

1. Code gets peer reviewed

2. Functionality peer reviewed on the mobile device 

and met Story and its Acceptance tests

3. Unit Tests written that resulted in an executable 

requirement

4. Code successfully integrated with the Jenkins 

Build Server telling us we had successfully 

built the product

These steps defined the concept of DONE within 

development. The goal being to have as few defects 

as possible and the team’s collective goal from deve-

lopment to test functions was to see that a story 

gets passed. If a story failed one or more of its 

acceptance tests this was immediately raised with 

the stories developer. If the issues were not imme-

diately resolvable but the story was acceptable we 

raised a defect to track the issue and prioritized the 

defect for the following sprint. This loose definition 

defined when something was ACCEPTED by test.

As can be seen from Figure 2 below, introducing 

the In-Sprint tester increased the number of defects
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그림 2 각 스 린트에서의 스토리와 결 의 수

Fig. 2 Number of stories and defects in each sprint

raised in the product. This focused attention on fixing 

these and improving the quality of the application.

SCRUM requires someone to assume the role of a 

Product Owner. This key person decides what needs 

to be built and its priority. They are in a large part 

responsible for the success of the software. Given we 

did not have a Customer for this product we setup 

the notion of scenarios that our Product Owner would 

use to drive the thinking behind deciding on what 

the team would work on [9].

Scenarios meant we had real life usage example of 

the tool that we could commonly use to add context 

to the stories we were building. Scenarios add consis-

tency into development [10]. In our scenario it allowed 

our Product Owner to think clearly about why we 

are doing things. As an example, what is more impor-

tant to build the Workspace Management Feature or 

the Collaboration Feature?

The reference to a product scenario allowed us to 

identify why we were building this product and the 

goals of our customers.

The scenario we setup was of a family planning a 

birthday party.

The family consists of Mom, Dad, two kids, Grandma 

and Grandpa. It starts off with Mom adding tasks to 

the task board and inviting Dad who invites the kids 

and Grandma who invites Grandpa. They all collabo-

rate on the tasks until they were finished.

Given this extra knowledge its clear why you 

would build the Collaboration package first. This 

family is only focused on this one time event and the 

Collaboration Feature allows them to work together 

to achieve the goal of planning their party.

This approach proved extremely useful in focusing 

our Product Owners mind. It provided a platform for 

discussion amongst ourselves given a specific goal 

we were trying to achieve for the product. Lifting us 

from detail and forcing us to look at the system from 

a high level.

If we consider the product as a whole the Story is 

a fairly low level requirement. The scenario gave our 

Product Owner perspective and allowed them to think 

about the system through the eyes of the people using 

it. Scenarios gave our Product Owner a tool to better 

prioritize the work. Automated Unit testing is parti-

cularly important when it comes to Agile projects. 

Coupled with refactoring they drive emergent design 

and given the real possibility of change it is essential 

that developers can refactor while not breaking existing 

functionality.

The code in Figure 3 is written using the Mocha 

test framework. The tests are written using the Be-

haviour Driven Development style. What is important 

to notice is the specification is captured in the text 

output of a successfully passed test. There are better 

ways of composing tests however for our purposes it 

allowed the writer of the test to ensure that they 

explicitly met the Acceptance Criteria for a Story.

The output in Figure 4 contains details of the pass-

ing tests. This shows how the specification directly 

maps to the output from the tests. A future evolution 

on this approach would be updating Version One 

when a test passed. This empowers testers to know 

which tests were automated by the development 

team and more importantly which tests were not. It 

gives all stakeholders a clear definition of what was 

built for a specific feature. This is real-time accurate 

documentation of what the system does. These unit 

tests result in self-documenting code. A new deve-

loper could run the BDD style tests and reading them 

understand exactly what the system does on a high 

to detail level.

The Quality of the final product was one of our 

core goals. A number of key practises from the XP 

realm were implemented. We did not use XP however 

we borrowed from the XP stream of thought in the 

way we setup our technical environment.

We used User Stories, Small Releases, System Meta-

phors, Collective code ownership, Coding Standards, 

Simple Design, Automated Unit Testing and we did
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그림 3 BDD 스타일 포맷에서의 단  시험을 한 모카 기반 임워크 코드

Fig. 3 Mocha based framework code used to write the Unit Tests in the BDD style format

그림 4 BDD 스타일 단  시험의 결과

Fig. 4 Output of the BDD style Unit Tests
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not overwork ourselves.

We built up some technical debt due to putting off 

refactoring. The project was fairly short and we felt 

that this was acceptable.

We initially Pair Programmed but decided to work 

alone. One of the team members suffers from very 

poor eye sight and therefore needs the editor font 

enlarged to such an extent it becomes inconvenient 

for his pair.

Other Technical practises

• Continuous Integration through the use of Jenkins

• Always having a working copy of the software 

on the Tizen Mobile Device.

• Peer Code Reviews

• Frequent source control commits

5. Analysis of findings

The empirical nature of this study meant we could 

experiment with preconceived concepts and ideas. Pop-

pendieck [11] talks about the lean concept The Last 

Responsible Moment and how it applies to Require-

ments Engineering. The principle regards starting 

software development before all requirements are 

known as not doing so increases the length of the 

feedback loop. It is hard to be truly unbiased in this 

empirical experiment because you cannot roll back 

the hands of time and see how things would have 

turned out if you did less upfront planning. When we 

started Sprint 1-3 we were coming up with the next 

Sprints stories during the Sprint planning meeting. 

Sprint 4 onwards allowed us to draw from a com-

prehensive backlog. Having more work than we had 

time to do forced us to carefully prioritise our work. 

Multicultural teams are something Koreans have to 

deal with as they welcome more foreign nationals to 

their shores. This presents the issues of language 

and cultural differences to working practises. Korea 

is widely considered to be one of the most confuses 

cultures in the worlds and having a servant leader in 

a SCRUM team means that there is no manager 

issuing instructions. Initially one member held the 

SCRUM master role but we noticed that Korean 

members instead waited for work to be assigned to 

them, switching the role resulted in a greater level of 

involvement. Agile and SCRUM are cooperative pro-

cesses and anyone who has observed how Koreans 

work together to win battles in League of Legends 

will know that when it comes to cooperation Koreans 

are world beaters.

We never intended to produce a document that 

resulted in complete traceability. This however was 

one of the key things that resulted when we created 

an implementable specification. Reconciling incomplete 

or unimplemented requirements was a matter of mat-

ching BDD output against Story style specifications. 

This is a process that can be done through automation 

given the exact same usage of a ubiquitous language.

6. Practical Challenges

Running SCRUM within a Document Driven Pro-

cess is not ideal and without significant trust and 

communication amongst organizational silos it will be 

very hard to achieve success. Document Driven 

processes like Waterfall compartmentalize different 

aspects of the process and organizational structures 

tend to reflect this. Teams are created for different 

functions such as Test, Development, Reporting, Ana-

lysis and Project Management.

Organizational antibodies often start gathering as 

soon as changes appear [12]. Given this is a signifi-

cant change to existing none collaborative working 

practises, this does nothing to improve trust amongst 

organizational silos which hampers the free flow of 

ideas and open communication. Communication being 

an essential part of Agile working practises and the 

SCRUM process. Silos with their own culture and 

working practises will find it hard to accept influence 

so significant that it breaks down the barriers so 

easily introduced with the resource pooling concept 

of silos.

We had ideal conditions to implement SCRUM 

within a document driven process as we had control 

of all aspects of the Software Engineering process. 

There was no old guard looking to protect their way 

of working and we could create a process without 

the spectre of political interference and antibodies 

looming.

Waterfall segregates the processes for Requirements, 

Technical Design, Implementation and Test. Agile 

takes all these functions and brings them together.

6.1 Test Team

We used the concept of an In-Sprint tester. This 
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role is very different from that used within a gated 

approach. Testers within a green field gated project 

are allocated time after the software has been built 

where they perform verification.

The iterative approach to working might not be 

wholly trusted and they may want to still perform 

final product integration testing. Coupled with Unit 

Tests and In-Sprint testing it should not be nece-

ssary. This type of argument might be difficult to 

have with a test team who believe the only thing 

worth testing is the final product. There is an addi-

tional threat to the Test Managers power base. His 

resources are being insourced to a different team, 

whether real or not this may be perceived as a loss 

of power.

Testing with In-Sprint testers and end of product 

testers may push up the overall test costs of the 

project as we duplicate effort during a transition.

6.2 Analysis Team

Analysis teams usually enjoy first contact with a 

Customer and can build up a privileged relationship. 

Analysis teams may use templates approved by 

various standards bodies and may not see the value 

in creating a document using a different unapproved 

format. They may also feel their role is diminished 

due to the increased involvement of the full team in 

understanding customer requirements.

The stories defined as part of building up the back-

log whether through the Requirements Document, 

backlog grooming or another means are ultimately 

just conversational placeholders. The role for an 

analyst within a SCRUM project is still important. A 

good analyst would be able to work slightly ahead in 

understanding what needs to be built and when it 

comes to the Iteration Planning meetings they could 

be well prepared in facilitation of discussion and 

details regarding implementation.

Analysts are sometimes accustomed to directing 

the project and the Analysts role within a SCRUM 

project should not be confused with that of the 

Product Owner and SCRUM Master.

6.3 Project Management

Scrum uses a SCRUM master instead of a Tradi-

tional Project Manager. Project Managers will need 

to adjust to less downward management of the team. 

They need to address the conventional project mana-

gement concerns such as budget, scheduling, and 

resourcing but instead they need to consider them 

within the context of SCRUM. What is helpful is if a 

Project Manager can champion the needs of the Scrum 

team with management and ensure traditional silos 

are dissolved as much as possible.

6.4 Reporting Team

We did not have a reporting function within our 

team however Report Developers will also face a 

number of challenges to transitioning from a Docu-

ment Driven process to an iterative and incremental. 

Creating Reports is a specialized skill and silos will 

generally have a specialised Business Intelligence or 

Reporting team. Report Developers usually come in 

towards the end of a project and create the reports 

as part of the final delivery. SCRUM teams need to 

focus on delivering the highest priority stories that 

add value to the customer. Reports are often an essen-

tial part of the software and customers will want to 

see these as early as possible. Agile practises result 

in the database being frequently refactored and the 

reporting team will need to adjust to this more vola-

tile way of working. They need to incorporate agile 

techniques and especially stay away from directly 

accessing database tables. This is certainly a big 

challenge and adequate support should be provided to 

help them transition to an Agile way of building 

reports.

6.5 Development Team

This paper discuses change driven from within the 

development team. Development teams transitioning 

to SCRUM will have their own set of challenges to 

contend with.

It would be highly toxic if team members within 

this unit did not really want to use SCRUM. The 

development team should Champion the process. The 

SCRUM master or a Technical Lead must be aware 

of technical practises that make SCRUM work and 

ensure the team understands and follows them.

SCRUM requires a working copy of the software 

at all times and especially for the Sprint Demo. This 

process should be automated and is best illustrated 

by the usage of Continuous Integration and Test 

Driven Development. The working copy of the soft-

ware however sits on the back of quality technical 

processes. SCRUM is a project management process 
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Clearly defined product 

owner

One of our members assumed 

the full time role of a PO and 

In-Sprint tester.

PO is empowered to 

prioritize

We created a PO specifically 

because we were prioritizing 

based on our individual visions 

for the project. 

PO has knowledge to 

prioritize

The PO used Scenarios to 

assist them with deciding what 

needed to be built next. The 

Scrum Master strongly 

communicated the amount of 

Sprint remaining to help focus 

the prioritization efforts.

PO has direct contact with 

team

Except for one member 

everyone was collocated.

PO has direct contact with 

stakeholders

The course Professor and Sam-

sung were our two key stake-

holders however this project 

was a little precarious as we 

were building the software as 

our own concept. We were 

essentially the key stakeholders 

of the tool.

PO speaks with one voice Yes

Team has a sprint backlog 
VersionOne contained our 

Product Backlog.

Sprint backlog is highly 

visible

Electronically visible through 

VersionOne

Sprint backlog is updated 

daily
Yes

Sprint backlog owned 

exclusively by the Team
Yes

Daily scrum happens Yes

Whole team participates in 

daily scrum
Yes

Problems & impediments 

are surfaced at daily scrum 
Yes

Demo happens after every 

sprint 

We stated incorporating demos 

after Sprint 3.

Demo shows working, 

tested

Software

Yes

During Demo feedback 

received from stakeholders 

& PO

Yes

Have Definition of Done 

(DoD)

As described earlier in this 

paper we clearly defined what 

Done was within our context. 

DoD achievable within 

each Iteration
Yes

Team respects DoD Yes

Retrospective happens 

after every sprint
Yes

Retrospective results in 

concrete improvement 

proposals

Yes

Some proposals actually 

get implemented

The greatest example of this 

was highlighting the need for a 

PO. This was swiftly 

implemented.

Whole team + PO 

participates
Yes

PO has a product backlog 

(PBL) 
We had a shared PBL

Top items are prioritized 

by business value

Educating members on the 

Scrum process takes time and 

concepts like the importance of 

and not a technical process however SCRUM works 

better with agile high quality technical practises.

If these technical and people issues are not ade-

quately addressed any attempt to introduce SCRUM 

could implode from the centre of change.

7. Evaluating Our Efforts

We examined our efforts in two ways. We used 

the Agile Manifestos 12 principles [13] and Henrik 

Kniberg’s Scrum checklist [14] which has received 

favourable feedback from Jeff Sutherland the co- 

creator of the Scrum process.

7.1 Scrum Checklist

The Scrum Checklist provides an interesting baro-

meter of how far you are to implementing Scrum. 

We did not use it throughout the project but in hind-

sight it would have been a very useful tool to analyse 

how well we were using the Scrum process.

The bottom line (Table 4)

These are said to be the most important outcomes.

표 4 Agile 체크리스트에 의한 핵심 요

Table 4 Bottom Line from the Agile Checklist

Delivering working, 

tested software every 4 

weeks or less

We started delivering working 

software after Sprint 3.

Delivering what the 

business needs most

Using Scenarios combined with 

our POs prioritization we built the 

highest business value items first. 

In hindsight it would have been 

useful for our PO to start using 

the tool post Sprint 3.

Process is continuously 

improving

We discontinued 

pair-programming. Introduced an 

in-sprint tester. Created a fixed 

role of a PO. 

Core Scrum (Table 5)

Central practises to call yourself a Scrum team.

표 5 Agile 체크리스트에 의한 주요 SCRUM

Table 5 Core Scrum from the Agile Checklist
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PBL prioritization only really 

hit home towards the end of the 

project.

Top items are estimated Yes

Estimates written by the

team

This was mostly done by the 

Scrum master. Final estimation 

took place during the planning 

meeting.

Top items in PBL small

enough to fit in a sprint
Yes

PO understands purpose of

all backlog items
Yes

Have sprint planning 

meetings
Held every Monday morning.

PO participates Yes

PO brings up-to-date PBL 

to planning meeting

In our case the Scrum Master 

brought the PBL. It could be 

roles were blurred at times or it 

was just a matter of education 

which can take time to sink in.

Whole team participates in 

planning meeting
Yes

Planning meeting results 

in a sprint plan
Yes

Whole team believes plan 

created in planning meeting 

is achievable

Yes

PO satisfied with priorities Yes

Time boxed iterations

Yes, we did have one Sprint 

overrun due to other 

obligations.

Iteration length 4 weeks or

less
Iterations were one week

Iterations always end on 

time

One of the Sprints was 

extended.

Team not disrupted or

controlled by outsiders
Yes

Team usually delivers 

what they committed to

No, we were initially very poor 

with this and due to technical 

issues it took longer than ex-

pected to complete some work. 

Towards the end of the project 

we become much better at deli-

vering what we had committed to.

Team members sit 

together

One of our members was in a 

separate lab.

Max 9 people per team 4 members

7.2 Agile Manifesto

Principle 1

Our highest priority is to satisfy the customer through 

early and continuous delivery of valuable software.

As discussed we used a Product Owner who was 

facilitated by using scenarios. We delivered working 

software from sprint 3.

Principle 2

Welcome changing requirements, even late in deve-

lopment. Agile processes harness change for the 

customer's competitive advantage.

The document risked pushing us down a particular 

stream of thinking and at times we had discussions 

that started with “that is what it says in the docu-

ment”. We resorted to retrospectively updating the 

document in order to make changes we felt neces-

sary. I felt the real problem here is being forced to 

think about a problem too early which is what the 

requirements document did.

Principle 3

Deliver working software frequently, from a couple 

of weeks to a couple of months, with a preference to 

the shorter timescale.

We had working software after Sprint 3. We could 

have placed a greater emphasis on the product being 

actively used as part of the Product Owners day to 

day life.

Principle 4

Business people and developers must work together 

daily throughout the project.

The Product Owner was our business person how-

ever a more ideal situation would have been having 

Samsung driving the product. It is worth noting when 

we had our product unveiling one of the represen-

tatives from Samsung said there were many similar 

products like ours in the market. This is an example 

of real customer feedback. It would have been better 

to have this feedback earlier on in the project.

Principle 5

Build projects around motivated individuals. Give 

them the environment and support they need, and 

trust them to get the job done.

We enjoyed full support from Samsung. They 

provided the hardware and point man to help resolve 

any technical issues we may encounter.

Our time was roughly split between this project 

and other academic commitments. We were mostly a 

very highly motivated team. Commitments to other 

areas meant we could not always give the project a 

full work week’s effort.

Principle 6

The most efficient and effective method of con-

veying information to and within a development team 

is face-to-face conversation.

Three members were collocated while another mem-
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ber worked in a lab a couple of doors down. We held 

stand-up meetings and used KaKaoTalk for general 

group related discussions. There were a number of 

instances were being fully collocated would have 

helped resolve issues considerably faster.

Principle 7

Working software is the primary measure of pro-

gress.

We had working software from Sprint 3. There was 

an issue with the meaning of Done and Accepted 

which directly impact the meaning of working soft-

ware. This was picked up and corrected mid project.

Principle 8

Agile processes promote sustainable development. 

The sponsors, developers, and users should be able 

to maintain a constant pace indefinitely.

This project was a time-boxed 3 month project. I 

did feel that after the final sprint we were all spent 

and happy to be finished. Given the context of this 

project it was fine however I do not believe we would 

have been able to maintain this pace indefinitely.

Principle 9

Continuous attention to technical excellence and 

good design enhances agility.

Technical debt was aggressively dealt with how-

ever again given the projects short life-time towards 

the end of the project we were more lenient on 

technical perfection.

As a whole the project is sound and the technical 

debt is manageable and part of the emergence of 

design within the software.

Principle 10

Simplicity--the art of maximizing the amount of 

work not done--is essential.

We did not build things we did not need however 

we did do a considerable amount of analysis of fea-

tures we never ended up building. We additionally 

struggled to get OAuth to work on the Tizen frame-

work and therefore we were forced to build full 

authentication functionality. This took up considerable 

time and sadly reduced the amount of functionality 

we could build.

Principle 11

The best architectures, requirements, and designs 

emerge from self-organizing teams.

The architecture for the system emerged through 

test driven development and simple design approaches.

The requirements we collaborated on even though 

a Product Owner drives the vision these requirements 

are discussed in an open platform.

We were fully self-organizing.

Principle 12

At regular intervals, the team reflects on how to 

become more effective, then tunes and adjusts its 

behaviour accordingly.

We held daily stand-up meetings and weekly retro-

spectives.

As is typical in a stand-up meeting we discussed 

what we worked on the previous day, plans for that 

day and any issues we were facing. 

We used retrospectives to discuss how we could 

be better.

8. Lessons Learned

SCRUM by its nature forces people to address 

issues as they evolve the way they work. We faced 

many difficulties throughout the project. They ranged 

from changing timelines, inexperience with SCRUM, 

irregular time logging in VersionOne. These are 

actually quite common even in large organizations.

We did not have a large team however trying to 

get everyone to code was not in our best interests. 

This became most apparent in our lack of Product 

Owner which resulted in us steering the product 

based on our vision of what it should technically be. 

It is vital that a Product Owner drives what is built 

and the priority it is built in for a SCRUM project. 

We waited until we started having arguments about 

what best to build before it became apparent we had 

a problem. Introducing this role allowed one person to 

drive the vision of the product from a Business point 

of view instead of from the depth of a technical team.

It is a utopian ideal that everyone codes however 

teams need independent roles that work in unison 

towards a common goal.

9. Conclusion

This research contributes to the Agile, SCRUM, 

Requirements Engineering and BDD community. 

There are a number of experimental techniques that 

were used within the SCRUM process and docu-

mentation and reporting on the outcome of these 
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helps us to better understand SCRUM empirically.

This project allowed us to manipulate and control 

variables. Projects that do not allow as much flexi-

bility may experience different outcomes. Future re-

search would benefit from using a traditional style 

upfront requirements document and creating silos 

between operational units. This would mimic an orga-

nization transitioning to a SCRUM process which 

uses operational silos. Furthermore, it would be use-

ful to identify traditional Requirements Engineering 

practises that complement the SCRUM process. Ana-

lysts still find themselves in SCRUM teams but the 

practises that benefit a SCRUM team are different 

to that of a traditional approach.

To conclude, we managed to run our project using 

SCRUM embedded within a document driven process. 

The creation of an executable specification and pro-

viding a scenario were key artefacts for allowing us 

to efficiently operate. What we learnt was that it is 

possible to run SCRUM within a Document Driven 

process however one needs to be creative and adap-

tive in the usage. In many ways all environments 

provide challenges from a lack of support to an aver-

sion to Agile. We were fortunate because we encom-

passed all aspects of build, test and analysis.
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